RISK OF A SUDDEN DEATH AT A WORKPLACE CAUSED BY NON-OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES IN BASHKORTOSTAN
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The article deals with a pressing issue in occupational medicine, namely, examining sudden deaths at workplaces caused by non-occupational diseases. It contains statistical data on sudden deaths of workers at their workplaces caused by non-occupational diseases in different economic entities operating in Bashkortostan; there are data on basic death causes revealed via forensic medical examinations; economic branches are ranked as per levels of risks related to sudden deaths at workplaces.

We detected that 268 people died due to non-occupational diseases at enterprises located in Bashkortostan. Number of people who died due to non-occupational diseases at their workplaces increased from 36 to 42 % out of the whole number of people who died at their workplaces. Most frequently sudden deaths occurred among people aged 56–60, with long work experience and blue-collar occupations. Given that, we can assume that there were adverse factors related to working environment and labor process at their workplaces; those factors could produce certain effects on a body during the whole period of working and could aggravate risks of sudden death.

Hidden cardiovascular pathology or a cardiovascular disease that has not been diagnosed while a worker was still alive is a major etiologic factor of a sudden cardiac death.

Most common diseases that cause sudden deaths and risks groups have been determined, and it calls for the necessity to improve periodical medical examinations involving medical experts with necessary specializations and applying a wider range of diagnostic procedures. We have developed a program aimed at reducing risks of sudden deaths at a workplace caused by non-occupational diseases; the program includes a basic set of preventive activities aimed at preventing or reducing probability of a sudden death at a workplace.
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Sudden deaths at a workplace remain a pressing issue all over the world. According to estimates made by the International labor Organization (ILO), approximately 2.3 million men and women annually die due to accidents that happened at their workplace or due to work-related diseases; on average, it amounts to 6,000 thousand people every day [1, 2].

As Hans-Horst Konkolevsky, General Secretary of the International Social Security Association (ISSA) stated during the 4th All-Russian Week of Labor Protection (2016), annually 2.8 million people die at their workplaces. And only 15 % of all these deaths are caused by industrial accidents whereas most of them result from health disorders [3, 4]. Circulatory system diseases cause the greatest share of sudden deaths at a workplace and it often happens they have not been diagnosed while a worker was still alive [5–9].

First sudden deaths at workplaces were fixed in 1969 in Japan; they were called «karoshi» that meant sudden death at a workplace due to cardiac infarction or a stroke
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caused by exhaustion, overwork, and stress [10–15]. It was established that deceased people worked 80 hours more per month that they had to in 90% cases; in 50% cases they worked 100 hours more than it was actually required by their working schedule. In relation to that, in 2016 a law was passed in Japan that imposed a limitation on excess working hours (45 hours per month, 360 hours per year) for workers employed by large companies [16].

A correlation between long working hours and cardiovascular diseases was confirmed in multiple research works performed in Europe, Asia, and the USA [17–20].

According to some predictions, in the nearest future a risk of sudden death caused by cardiovascular diseases is going to grow among employable population due to rowing prevalence of such risk factors as labor intensity and intense life tempo [9, 21].

Russian research works devoted to determining frequency and clinical and morphological signs of sudden death mostly focus on workers with hazardous occupations such as motor transport drivers, engine drivers, pilots, sailors, coal miners, etc. [22–27].

The most complete data were obtained from the Russian Independent Trade Union of Coal Miners; according to those data, over a period from 2000 to 2013 approximately 2,000 acute cardiovascular deaths occurred among coal miners and overall number of workers who died at their workplaces was considerable higher than a number of those who perished in methane explosions in a mine; the trend was observed in different years. Cardiac infarction was established to be the most frequent cause of sudden death [28].

Given all that, it seems vital to epidemiologically assess prevalence of sudden death at a workplace due to natural reasons and to determine risk groups with the subsequent development of relevant prevention programs. As the issue is truly urgent, it requires full-scale research on frequency and peculiarities of sudden deaths at workplaces occurring at enterprises operating in various branches [29].

Our research goal was to examine reasons of sudden death at a workplace due to non-communicable diseases that were not work-related (common ones) and to develop a scientifically grounded program aimed at preventing and reducing them; enterprises and organizations operating in Bashkortostan were taken as our examples.

Data and methods. In order to achieve the fixed goals, we examined a database provided by the State Labor Inspection, Bashkortostan Regional Office, collected in 2014–2018.

In order to perform comprehensive analysis of sudden deaths at workplaces, we analyzed each case when a worker died at a workplace due to a common disease and we paid great attention to specific circumstances and causes of deaths obtaining all the necessary data from reports on investigations of accidents.

Sudden deaths at workplaces at specific enterprises were summed up as per economic activities and it allowed us to obtain absolute data on a number of deceased, make up a list of organizations with the greatest number of sudden deaths at workplaces due to common diseases and to generalize data as per the following parameters: economic activity types in absolute figures; legal forms of enterprises; positions held by deceased workers; workers’ sex and age; data and time at which an accident occurred (month, day of week, time); working conditions categories according to the specific assessment of working conditions; work and leisure regimes; medical examinations; causes of death (disease).

To determine frequency of worker’s sudden death at a workplace at different enterprises, we calculated relative mortality at a workplace due to common diseases as per different types of economic activities performed in Bashkortostan. Deaths were calculated per 1,000 workers taking into account average number of workers employed by one company according to data provided by the Federal state Statistic Service, Regional Office in Bashkortostan.

Mortality at a workplace due to common diseases was calculated as per economic activities according to the Russian Classifier of Economic Activities (RCEA). We applied
the older version, RCEA029-201, to analyze
data collected in 2014–2016, and a new one, RCEA-2 (RCEA0.29-2014), to analyze data
collected in 2017–2018. Then all the data
were systematized according to the compari-
sion table that allowed comparing old and
new codes.

Death causes due to common diseases
were classified as per the International Classi-
fication of Diseases (ICD-10).

Results and discussion. We established
that totally 268 workers died at their work-
places due to common diseases in Bashkortos-
tan over the analyzed period. It is rather
alerting that in the analyzed period a share of
workers who died at their workplaces due to
common diseases grew from 36 to 42 % of the
total number of those who died at workplaces.

We analyzed sudden deaths at work-
places due to common diseases as per legal
form of enterprises or organizations where
such deaths occurred. The analysis revealed
that 40 % sudden deaths occurred in limited
liability companies (LLC); 29 %, state and
municipal organizations; 11 %, joint-stock
companies; 8 %, closed corporations; and 6 %,
public companies.

We calculated mortality due to common
diseases per 1,000 workers as per economic
activity types and revealed that the first rank
place in 2014–2016 belonged to production
and distribution of electricity, gas and water
(0.11‰), and in 2017–2018, to information
and telecommunication (0.21‰).

Over the analyzed period 32 vehicle driv-
ers died when they were performing their work
tasks. It is well known that working conditions
for drivers involve great psychoemotional
strain together with hypodynamia as well as
exposure to such occupational factors as vibra-
tions, noise, and contamination of working
area air with hazardous substances.

Over the analyzed period 13 tractor, bull-
dozer, and engine drivers died at their work-
places. These occupations involve exposure to
specific occupational factors that are mostly
physical in their essence (noise and vibration),
as well as forced body postures, hypodynamia,
and necessity to work in shifts.

All these data indicate that workers with
these occupations run higher risks of sudden
death at a workplace.

Having analyzed sudden deaths as per
gender, we revealed that men died more fre-
quently than women. Gender-related ratio of
sudden deaths at a workplace is shown in
Figure 1.

We detected a decrease in frequency of
sudden deaths due to common diseases de-
pending on age. Both men and women aged
56–60 died most frequently (Figure 2).

We didn’t reveal any authentic discrep-
cancies in number of sudden deaths taken as per
months or days of week. As for sudden deaths
being distributed as per time of a day, we re-
vealed that the greatest number of sudden
deaths occurred in the morning (from 7 a.m. to
noon) and in the afternoon (from 1 to 6 p.m.),
44.4 % and 35.8 % accordingly. There were a
bit fewer sudden deaths in the evening and at
night (10.8 %).
We revealed that most deceased workers (61.6%) performed their work tasks at workplaces with working conditions category being acceptable as per data obtained via specific assessment of working conditions (SAWC). 22.3% deceased worked under hazardous conditions; 15.3%, under working conditions belonging to 3.1 hazard category; 6.3%, 3.2 hazard category; 0.7%, 3.3 hazard category; there were no data on working conditions category for 16% deceased workers (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Working conditions category as per special assessment of working conditions for workers who died at their workplaces due to common diseases (%)

We should note that workers with long work experience died most frequently, overwhelming majority of them being blue-collar workers (88%). Having analyzed forensic reports, we revealed that sudden deaths at workplaces were due to circulatory system diseases (91.4%); respiratory organs diseases (1.9%); urogenital system diseases (0.4%); anaphylactic shock and hypothermia (0.8 and 0.45% accordingly). We can assume that deceased workers had been exposed to adverse occupational factors at their workplaces and the said exposure might have been producing adverse effects on their health and might have become an aggravating risk factor that caused sudden death. Results obtained via investigations of lethal accidents due to common diseases allowed establishing that only 19% deceased workers had undergone an obligatory medical examination prior to being employed, and only 42.2% had had periodical medical examinations.

According to the Order by the RF Public Healthcare Ministry issued on April 12, 2011 No. 302n, groups of workers that are to have obligatory medical examinations are determined basing on the results of SAWC depending on adverse and/or hazardous occupational factors occurring at workplaces.1

But still, it is not likely that data on working class category that existed at workplaces where deceased workers performed their functions are truly authentic. They were obtained via SAWC and it is practically impossible to adequately assess working conditions with this procedure due to certain parameters being groundlessly excluded from it; first of all it comes to parameters that make working conditions more hazardous. Special assessment of working conditions at a given workplace is to be accomplished every five years, except some specific cases. Results obtained via industrial control procedures that are accomplished annually could provide more comprehensive data on variety and levels of exposure to adverse occupational factors; unfortunately, these results are absent in the research data.

Consequently, should working conditions be assigned not so hazardous category as they should be, it results in absence of obligatory medical examinations for workers aimed at determining whether their health corresponds to working tasks they have to perform; absence of timely diagnostics of diseases that can turn out to be medical contraindications for further work that involves exposure to hazardous factors; occupational diseases not being detected at their initial stage.

---

1 On Approval of the list of adverse and/or hazardous occupational factors and work tasks that require obligatory preliminary and periodical medical examinations, and of the procedure for accomplishing obligatory preliminary and periodical medical examinations of workers who are employed at workplaces involving hard labor or workplaces with adverse and/or hazardous working conditions: The Order by the RF Public Healthcare Ministry issued on April 12, 2011 No. 302n (last edited on May 18, 2020). KonsultantPlus. Available at: http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_120902/ (19.01.2020) (in Russian).
To obtain authentic data on working class category, it is necessary to harmonize legislation on SAWC and sanitary-hygienic requirements regarding lists of occupational factors and factors related to labor process that are to be examined and measured. Should there be any doubts in quality of performed special assessment of working conditions when an investigation of accident is taking place, we believe it is necessary to submit SAWC results for a state inspection. These data are to be inspected and working conditions are to be re-assessed by state experts.

It is also difficult to interpret data due to different approaches to putting up diagnoses used by clinical experts, pathologists, and forensic scientists; sometimes diagnoses from pathologists’ reports do not coincide with the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10).

As we can see from the data given above, circulatory system diseases (CSD) caused sudden death at a workplace in more than 90% cases. Having looked into it in greater detail, we revealed certain gender-related differences. Thus, men mostly died due to «Other ischemic acute heart diseases» (53.8%); «Acute myocardial infarction» (11.5%); «Other forms of chronic ischemic heart diseases» (10.3%). Women mostly died due to «Other ischemic acute heart diseases» (47.4%); «Intracerebral hemorrhage» (26.3%); «Cerebral infarction» (10.4%).

Consequently, a basic etiologic factor that causes sudden cardiac death is a hidden pathology in the heart and vessels that wasn’t diagnosed while a worker was still alive or a cardiovascular system disease that was compensated by the moment of death.

We can assume that people who suffered from cardiovascular system diseases didn’t have any medical examinations and therefore were allowed to perform their work tasks under hazardous working conditions.

Determations of risk groups and most common diseases that cause sudden death calls for improvements in periodical medical examinations with wider participation of medical experts with various specialties and wider range of applied diagnostic procedures.

There are no data in the research on a deceased worker having to work longer hours; whether he or she took annual paid vacations or additional ones during the whole period of work; whether he or she had to perform working tasks under hazardous conditions. It prevented us from establishing any correlations between sudden death at a workplace and exhaustion.

The research gave grounds for creating «The program for reducing risks of death at a workplace due to common diseases»; its main components are sanitary-hygienic, and medical and preventive activities, creating motivation to pursue a healthy lifestyle, and making social and psychological atmosphere within a work team more comfortable for workers.

This program can be an integral part of a consolidated action plan aimed at providing safe working conditions and preserving workers’ health, first of all, at enterprises that are considered to be hazardous industrial objects as well as in organizations where sudden deaths at workplaces have been registered.

Special attention should be paid to making medical aid more available for workers via creating and developing services for rendering primary medical aid by aid posts located at industrial objects and settlements for shift workers. These posts should be equipped with all necessary medical devices (electrocardiograph, screening U-sound devices for examining vessels, and defibrillators) and have an ambulance car.

When implemented, the program will allow reducing economic losses and prevent labor losses caused by untimely deaths at workplaces due to common diseases.

**Conclusions.**

1. We established that annually in Bashkortostan workers suddenly died at their workplaces due to common diseases (268 registered cases over 2014–2018).

2. Most deceased workers who suddenly died at their workplaces due to common dis-
eases had been employed by companies operating in such spheres as manufacturing, 23%; transport and logistics, 11.6%; electricity, gas, and steam supply, 10.8%; construction, 10.4%. Overall, more than 60% sudden deaths occurred in companies operating in these branches of economy.

3. The highest mortality at workplaces due to common diseases per 1,000 workers was registered for the following economic activities: production and distribution of electricity, gas, and water, 0.1‰; mining, 0.11‰; construction, 0.084‰; information and telecommunications, 0.21‰; water supply and sewage, 0.17‰; administrative activities, 0.14‰; electricity, gas, and steam supply, 0.13‰.

4. Men run greater risks of sudden death at a workplace due to common diseases. A share of men among deceased workers varied from 90.5% to 96% in different years. Sudden death most frequently occurred among people aged 56–60, both men and women.

5. Circulatory system diseases were the most common reason for sudden death as they accounted for 91.4% cases. Average age of workers who died due to circulatory system diseases amounted to 51.7 ± 9.3. Mortality due to CSD accounted for 91.1% among men and 95% among women.

6. Analysis of all the obtained data doesn’t allow establishing or disproving any cause-and-effect relations between sudden death at a workplace due to a common disease and violated requirements to labor safety, exposure to hazardous occupational factors, or improper work and leisure regimes that could influence a deceased worker’s health.

7. We scientifically substantiated a set of activities aimed at preventing or reducing risks of sudden death at a workplace due to common diseases; the set includes sanitary-hygienic and medical and preventive measures.

8. In future it is advisable to perform monitoring over parameters of sudden death at a workplace due to a common disease and related economic burden as it will allow assessing its dynamics, economic losses, as well as efficiency of investments into prevention of sudden deaths at workplaces.
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